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Walter Mondale: British Agent
The following statement was issued on Aug. 31 by
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., U.S. Labor Party chairman
and presidential candidate.

William Simon, Nelson Rockefeller and myself: Walter

This is a spy story. It is not a James Bond fictional

of a spy novel, my story would open in the year 1938 in a

thriller, but a true story, involving the Vice President of
the United States, a de facto traitor in the sordid tradition
of Aaron Burr, Walter F. Mondale. Like Aaron Burr,
Walter Mondale is in point of fact an agent of the British
monarchy.

Mondale must go first.
The Evil Colonel William Stephenson
If I were writing the facts of the ma tter in the manner

certain office in mid-Manhattan's Rockefeller Center,
the office of the British superagent Colonel William
Stephenson.
For flashbacks I would take the reader back to the last
half of the 18th century, to the Satan-worshipping cult

Unfortunately, as is the cosmetic defect of all true spy

organized by Lord

Shelburne and his evil assistant

stories, I cannot fill in all the entertaining bits of con

Jeremy Bentham, the "Black Mass" society that wor

versation or bedroom scenes which may in fact be part of

shipped

the events as they occurred. However, in compensation

mockery of Jesus Christ. I would also take the reader

for that want of entertainment value

back to the degraded Francis Bacon, one of the most

I offer you the

consoling fact that what I report to you is true and is
corroborated with the aid of privileged sources at high
levels of several governments.
It is also unfortunate that I cannot offer you a final
judgment on the question whether or not Walter F.
Mondale is in fact a traitor according to the strict terms
set forth in the U.S. Constitution. Real history, unlike
Hollywood productions and other fiction, is rather con
sistently messy in matters of dotting the i's and crossing
the

t's

on

such

matters

of

final,

detailed

judgment. Whether Mondale is or is not a traitor I must
leave to the Congress and federal courts to judge. In
serious politics, which is my profession, it is sufficient
that the evidence in hand proves that Walter F. Mondale
must be quickly run out of all offices and influence in the
federal government of the United States.
It is a already a foregone conclusion that the pathetic
Jimmy Carter will soon resign from the White House.
That is already almost a mere technical question; the
poor, manic-depressive Carter has already been reduced
to a virtual figurehead, a mere pawn of power politics

a

male

baboon

imported

from

Bengal

in

corrupt and immoral men who ever walked the earth,
and to Bacon's protege, the monstrous Thomas Hobbes
(after whom the English gave the devil the nickname of
Old Hob).
Along the way, as a matter of brief additional flash
backs, I would identify the traitors Aaron Burr and
Andrew Jackson and the traitor Martin van Buren. I
would recount a tale of the persisting efforts of the
English monarchy during the late 18th, 19th, and 20th
centuries, to subvert and destroy the United States of
America.
Then, I would expose the case of Walter Mondale as the
current leading symbol of that ongoing process of foreign
subversion.
I have already drawn your attention to the main line of
the background facts to be considered. Some of these
facts my associates and I have alreadY presented to you
in some detail. Others will be elaborated in some detail in
articles to be published during the immediate future.
For the moment, I shall limit the emphasis of my story

among the several principal factions with a hand in the

to some facts which are most crucial for understanding
Walter Mondale and his British-agent accomplice,

current, ongoing Cartergating process. The practical

Thomas Harris, chairman of the

question of the moment is not whether Carter goes, but

Commission.
Many historians, including the Labor Party, including
my own writi ngs, have outlined to you the notable back

how he does. For the moment, Carter's historic assign
ment is to appoint a vice president to replace Mondale

Federal Elections

his conscience and

ground facts concerning the Rothschilds, the Rocke

To make the point concrete, the candidates of the

dispensable to anyone who wishes to understand modern

before

Carter himself exercises

resigns.
moment to replace an impeached or resigned Mondale

fellers, and others. That historical accounting is in
history with a semblance of competence. Anyone who
denies

that

are most conspicuously Texas's John Connally, and
Wisconsin's Senator William Proxmire, with a short list

conspired,

of serious alternatives to be considered. On this count, I
am not boosting Connally or Proxmire, nor overlooking

a

the
and

Rothschilds
otherwise

and

Rockefellers have

co-conspired,

in

shaping

crucial features of 19th and 20th century history is either
liar

or

Rothschilds

a

totally
and

the

ignorant

person.

Rockefellers,

However,

while

a

the

crucial

Ronald Reagan, but merely stating the political realities
as they stand at the present moment. I am also empha

element of the past century's history, are not in them

sizing a point on which there is undoubtedly agreement

selves the determining kernel of that history, but rather

among such diverse persons - for diverse reasons - as

families that have enjoyed and wielded power by playing
INTERNATIONAL
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a role within those constellations of power that have
more fundamentally determined that history.
To underline that point
variously

directly

and

just

made.

indirectly

in

power outside the checks of any republican government.
that of England included, the British monarchy. together

I have been
contact

with the similarly situated Dutch monarchy. serves as a

with

network-apex and rallying point for most of what is evil

elements of power bearing the names Rothschild and

and obscene throughout the present world. The image of

Rockefeller. precisely as I informed u.s. workers I was

Lord Shelburne and Jeremy Bentham worshipping that

doing some months back. It would have been wrong to

sodomy-inclined male baboon is the essence of the

exclude the possibility that

interests

bearing those

names might not be won over to a correct policy in the

morality

of

the

forces

grouped

around

these

two

monarchies.

interest of humanity in the current crisis. and hence it
would have been wrong on my part. not to take every
reasonable step to enhance such circles' perception on
that point. To be more specific without my naming
precise names and dates and places, do not be entirely
astonished if certain branches of the Rothschild and
Rockefeller families do in fact adopt a reasonable policy
during this period.
Nonetheless. allowing for the fact that some Rocke
fellers might adopt a rational course under the present
circumstances. there has been and is a far-flung con
spiracy with which the sons of John D. Rockefeller have
been a central. identifying feature. especially since the
Administration of

Franklin

D.

Roosevelt.

If Nelson

Rockefeller. who has been a key part of that inter
national conspiracy, were to abruptly choose the side of
the human race against the conspiracy of which he has
been a prominent part. the conspiracy would persist, the
conspiracy that we have otherwise identified correctly as
the .. Rockefeller conspiracy."

The Jewish Question

One of the difficulties facing every effort to expose the
scummy crowd working for the Queen inside the United
States is the role of investment banks with such Jewish
names

as

Lazard

Freres

and

Lehman

Brothers.

Whenever the evil connivings of these fascist, in fact,
investment houses are cited. a great hullabaloo about
"anti-Semitism" is raised in various quarters. Yet, the
ugly fact remains that the networks of the mental patient
Aby Warburg and Andre Meyer are at the center of the
most evil things done throughout the world today. as the
pages of the Meyer-linked Washington Post and Paris Le

Monde or the murders by terrorists attest.
The simplistic evaluation of the fascist investment
house.

Lazard

Freres,

and

its

Nazi-thinking

Felix

Rohatyn does tend to equate the Warburg and Meyer
interests with their devout enemies the Rothschilds, and
hence to arrive at the simplistic "Jewish conspiracy."
Granted. the House of Rothschild has done its own evil in
its own heyday. but it is an oversimplification bordering

The "Bilderbergers"

on anti-Semitism to assume that the policies and fac

We are not the only ones who have identified the con
spiracy. The Liberty Lobby and its Spotlight were in that
business long before the U.S. Labor Party became a
prominent factor in the world situation. The Liberty
Lobby. with crucial input from an in-law of Franklin D.
Roosevelt's own family. fro m a former official of Leh
man Brothers. has always been on the well-informed
right track in its identification of the Bilderbergers. The
Liberty Lobby would have improved its exposure of the
Bilderbergers if it had connected that group to the case of
Colonel William Stephenson.
What are the Bilderbergers and what precisely is the
exact nature and significance of their influence and
power?
In essence. the Bilderbergers are the combined forces

tional alignments of Andre Meyer's crowd are therefore
necessarily the policies of this or that branch of the
Rothschild house.
There is a "Jewish problem" involved. The so-called
Ashkenazi

current's

banking policies.

tradition

in

in opposition to

mercantilist
Sephardic

and

Jewish

currents. has fallen within the monetarist current's
policies. This division between humanist (Sephardic)
and antihumanist (Ashkenazi) Judaism dates from the
Arab Caliphates. during which the faction establishing
the Sephardic branch allied with the Ismaili factions
among Arabs and Christians and the faction establishing
the Ashkenazi branch was allied in policy with the Sunni
antihumanist Arabs and their Turkish (AI-Ghazali. et

of the British and Dutch monarchies. the last surviving

al.) successors among the Sufis and dervishes. The
reactionary. antihumanist current within Judaism was

relics of Metternich's Holy Alliance, and the principal

reenforced by feudalism in Frankish Europe and under

bastion of the hideous Guelph factional tradition that has

the Guelph and other reactionary influences of the early

caused all of the major evils of the history of European
civilization since the Albigensian crusade. The tax

renaissance and later - to the effect that the Jewish
merchant and banker were kept within the constraints of

exempt financial position and privileged political posi

an antihumanist. mercantilist policy under the terms of

tion of these two evil monarchical houses is the rallying

Christendom's combined written and unwritten laws

point for all that is most evil on an international scale in

concerning the containment and persecution of the Jews.

the world today. In effect. the affairs of the world are

For a Jew to rise above the semi-outcast status in
Christendom. the Jew must become what was known in

being run by a couple of miserable queens.
monarchy

German as a Hoijuden, a house servant of some feudal or

represents a power and a shelter of power standing

other potentate. This was the route by which the 18th and

above the regular government of the United Kingdom. It

19th centuries' Mendelssohns, Rothschilds, and
penheimers gained power. influence. and riches.

In

Great

Britain

itself,

the

British

is a wealthy interest. interlocking with not only certain
key British corporations. but key U.S. and other nations'

Op

Among Jews generally. the development of'modern

With this ability to

culture has broken the pattern to a large degree, such

provide and maintain a nucleus of financial and political

that Jews have become among the leading humanists of

financial and corporate power.
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of

European culture. However, some Jews, clinging to the

Warburg-Meyer forces in control

old, feral ways of rising to Holiuden status in banking

This is all accelerated by both the tempo of the world

and politics, have' continued the evil role assigned to

monetary crisis and the powerful catalytic influence of

them by the Renaissance feudal faction's traditions. The

the U.S. Labor Party.

the U.S. Executive.

houses of Warburg and the person of the evil Andre

The Rockefellers wish to ensure that their specific

Meyer are exemplary of the latter tradition of personal

interest is hegemonic, and wish to conduct the affair in

political prostitution in the service of evil. In Andre

such a way as to preempt and control the Republican

Meyer's case, the British monarchy is the principal evil

forces for-this purpose - meaning, of course, the forces

master he and his heirs and allies serve.

spearheaded by Citicorp and the Bank of America. The

Hence, we have the picture, that the center of evil in

Meyer-Warburg crowd wishes Mondale and a purely

today's United States is a Mafia-style sort of alliance

fascist approach to the monetary crisis, modeled upon

among the Rockefeller brothers and certain (largely

Hjalmar Schacht's Nazi austerity policies and politically

Jewish) investment banking houses of Lower Manhat

based on Lane Kirkland, Jesse Jackson, and Coretta

tan.

King.

However,

Rockefeller

or

Jewish

in

apparent

distinction, the essence, the root of the evil, is the British
Terrorism and Fascism

monarchy and its Dutch ally.
The figure of the evil Colonel William Stephenson of
Rockefeller Center is the key that unlocks the hidden
secrets behind the British agentry of Vice President
Mondale.

brothers

and

the

Meyer-centered

neo

Fabians engaged in the common effort to drive the
manic-depressive puppet, Jimmy Carter, from the White
House - by, so-to-speak, Lancing the boil on the body
politic. Yet, although both are ostensibly and actually
committed to that joint objective, we have most recently
witnessed the

British-connected

Rupert Murdoch in

terests (New York magazine, the

New York Post),

in

terests allied to the Meyers and Schiffs, launching an
effort to cut off the Nelson Rockefeller "family jewels."
Yet, at the same time that the Meyer-Warburg crowd is
out to cut off Nelson Rockefeller's "family jewels," the
Meyer- Warburg-connected

H u m p hr e y - M o n da l e

machine, a s represented by Joseph Raub's Americans
for Democratic Action, is offered to provide Nelson
Rockefeller's

Henry

Kissinger

with

a

plush,

key

subordinate position in a Mondale government.
Think of a bunch of Mafia leaders, convening to cut up
their common opposition and meanwhile issuing con
tracts against one another. With that image in mind the
relationship between the Rockefeller brothers and the
Meyer-Warburg crowd becomes comprehensible.
The

Rockefellers,

like

the

Warburg-Meyer

crowd

(Humphrey and Mondale's backers), are out to dump
David Rockefeller's and Coca Cola's puppet, Jimmy
Carter. Yet into this steps Henry Kissinger, making a
deal with the lunatic Carter, taking power for Kissinger
in return for Kissinger,

Rockefeller,

Italy, and allied forces in London and other countries
are, with aid of corrupt forces in the Willy Brandt wing of
the Socialist International, the current spearhead forces
of the British and Dutch monarchies and the driving

The Present Case

At the moment, we witness the combined forces of the
Rockefeller

Lazard Freres in France, Lazard Freres in New York
City, Lazard Freres's Enrico Cuccia of Mediobanca in

and Viguerie's

promises to hold back the Republican National Com
mittee.

The Meyer-Warburg crowd, Mondale's masters, don : t

force behind both terrorism, environmentalism and
fascist schemes (for example, Chile) in the world today.
The Rockefeller interests and such British-connected
corporations add up to a pattern of names such as
EXXON, I BM, ITT, Xerox and so forth, which are among
the most notable pushers of fascism and terrorism in the
world today.
Walter Mondale is the most highly placed agent of
those forces of the British and Dutch monarchies within
the U.S. government.
For example, I have direct information, corroborated
by the best imaginable sources, concerning the names
and addresses of certain locations in southern France
and Switzerland at which a terrorist-conditioning and
induction process has been conducted. Certain camps in
the vicinity of the Pyrenees served as a screening center,
from which recruits are sent to other weapons-use train- ing camps in southern France near the Swiss border.
The hard core of the terrorist operation, in this case, is
based in Lausanne, Switzerland, with important inputs
from the U.S. and British embassies in , Bern, Switzer
land. This is only a part of the overall operation, but a
significant chunk. It ties into Cuccia ( Lazard Freres)
weapons-running

from

Italy

and

Lazard

Freres

connected conduits in France, with the base of the net
works dating back to collaboration among the British
monarchy, Admiral Canaris, Allen Dulles, and present
FEC Chairman Thomas Harris during World War II - as
Nelson Rockefeller could outline in detail from both
memory and secret archives.
In today's Le Monde, a Lazard Freres-controlled Paris
rag, there is a great hullabaloo over protecting these

like that scenario. They push to dump Carter quickly, in

very terrorist camps from''harassment."

order to get Mondale into the White House.

The operation in question is part of the network
operated by the British and Dutch monarchies, using the

Aha! But the Rockefeller brothers don't wish to have
Mondale in the White House; the Rockefeller brothers

Dutch

wish to delay Carter's resignation until after Mondale is
dumped. Meanwhile, the
Connally and
Reagan

Holland, Belgium, and France as a conduit for recruiting
the raw flesh to be brainwashed and screened for terror

Republicans,

Democrats have other views: they wish both Carter and

ist training. The U.S. agent long in charge of this work
from Berne is Nathaniel Davis, an American of British

Mondale out,

agent pedigree dating from the

and

the independents and

and neither

Rockefeller

anti-Carter

brothers nor

monarchy's

Provo-Situationist

networks

in

Colonel Stephenson
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networks radiating from Rockefeller Center of the 1930s
and 1940s.
Most important. the Rockefeller intelligence networks.
or what Fabian Tad Szulc identifies as the Rockefeller

Germany. There is nothing bloodier, more evil, more
lacking in the rudiments of morality than a British
monarchy agent.
Just this past weekend. there was a meeting of black

"family jewels" of drug-pushing and thuggery. were

faced

updated to their war-time and postwar form through

Coretta King. and so forfi\. To be precise, this was a

Colonel William Stephenson.

meeting of the "Lehman Brothers Mafia." The meeting

Admitting that fact. despite the Rockefeller brothers'
.
head-over-heels direct involvement in funding and

austerity package announced by Lazard Freres' Felix

directing international terrorist and environmentalist
networks. the Rockefellers are innocent amateurs in
murder and allied operations by comparison with the
British monarchy and the monarchy's neo-Fabian hench
men of the Lazard Freres and allied networks.

poverty pimps in Manhattan:

Jesse Jackson.

resolved to push for the Nazi-modeled hyperinflationary
Rohatyn. Judas-goats Jesse Jackeon and Coretta King
resolved. with mandatory "Yassuh. Boss" genuflections.
to play their part in mobilizing unemployed ghetto youth
and others to follow them into the fascist. union-busting
slave-labor "industrial parks" pushed by Walter Mon
dale and his gang. This is pure fascism. and not only

They

Jesse Jackson and Coretta King. but Walter Mondale are

created and direct the IRA Provos in Ulster. They run

What do these British monarchy swine do?

nothing in principle but fascist agents of the British and

the Basque ano Corsican terrorist movements. They

Dutch monarchies. whores of the

created and coordinate the

committed to destroying the United States.

Baader-Meinhof g ang in

British monarchy

w. Germany Makes Dangerous
Concessions To Chase Manhattan
Capitulating to heavy pressure from certain lower

join the IMF and World Bank" and open their economies

Manhattan banks. the West German Bundesbank at a

to Chase looting; the Soviet Union will reduce foreign

meeting

arms sales or be subject to credit cutoffs; and. finally.

of

European

central

bankers

and

finance

ministers last weekend gave its consent to a 10 percent

Western Europe must pull together in a strong "political

devaluation of the Norwegian and Danish currencies.

union" under U.S. direction.

and a severing of the Swedish Krona's relationship to the
European joint currency float.

Besides imposing in

tolerable austerity on the already deeply depressed
Scandinavian economies. West Germany's acquiescence
indicates that government is making dangerous conces
sions to the Willy Brandt-Chase Manhattan program of
reflation based on large-scale creation of low-wage
"public service" jobs.
Although such measures. modeled on those of Hitler
Finance Minister H.ialmar Schacht. would quickly wreck
West

Germany's

heavy

industry-based

economy.

Rockefeller spokesmen like U.S. Senator .Tacoh .Tavits
are insisting on immediate West German reflation and
fascist reorganization of the world economy as the only
means left to prop up the faltering dollar system.
Speaking

hefore

the

Senate

Banking

Committee

yesterday. J avits. "the Senator from Pocantico Hills."
barked out his warning that another world depression
will occur "in two or three years" unless appropriate
steps are taken. "Such a depression." he shrilled. "could
last as long as the last depression of the 1930s and
possihly even longer because. obviously. in this age of
atomic warfare. we cannot expect to have the war-led
recovery that occurred then." Javits then proceeded to

Chase Winning "By Default"
Seconding Javits. the New York Times acknowledged

in an Aug. 29 article by Clyde Farnsworth that the
depression collapse is already on. "The world's
economic recovery is faltering. uneasily shifting toward
a phase some analysts are calling a growth recession."
Farnsworth began euphemistically - then proceeded to
point out that West German industrial production fell at
an annual rate of 17.1 percent in April and 2 1.7 percent in
May! U.S. unemployment is at a "cyclical trough" and is
poised to rise again this year. the Times quotes Michael
Evans

of

Chase

Econometrics.

a

Chase

Manhattan

subsidiary.
The rapidity of the collapse has caught off guard
Rockefeller's capitalist opponents in Europe and their
conservative U.S. counterparts.
centered around
Citibank and Bank of America. The hesitation of political
leadership. aggravated in West Germany by the terrorist
assassination of Dresdener Bank head Juergen Ponto.
means that West German bankers, Citibank et al. may
have no effective reply to the fascist policy of Chase
Manhattan and the Lazard Freres investment bank.
Brandt-Palme Operation

dictate Rockefeller's ultimatum: oil exporting countries

As the French newspaper Le Figaro noted this week.

must surrender "tens of hillions of dollars" to the In

the "cascade" of Scandinavian devaluations was im

ternational Ml)netary Fund to bail out the debt holdings

mediately the work of the Socialist International faction

of Chase Manhattan and other insolvent U.S. hanks:

led by former Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme and

Eastern European countries likewise must he "made to

West
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German

SPD

party

head

Willy

Brandt

-

/

